
Flat network cable CAT6 UTP Vention IBJBK RJ45 Ethernet 1000 Ref: 6922794745971
Flat network cable cat.6 UTP Vention IBJBK 8m Black

Vention IBJBK Cat.6 UTP Flat Network Cable 8m Black
As  technology  becomes  a  daily  companion  in  our  lives,  the  right  choice  of  equipment  becomes  key.  We  present  the  Vention  IBJBK
network cable,  designed to meet  the requirements of  the most  modern devices.  Its  main features provide not  only  reliability  but  also
versatility in applications.
 
High-Efficiency Data Transmission
With a data transmission capability of 1000 Mbps, the Vention IBJBK cable offers exceptionally stable and fast connections. This means
that  even  when  transferring  large  files,  streaming  high-resolution  content,  or  online  gaming,  users  can  count  on  continuity  and
consistency  of  operation.  Such  performance  level  is  essential  in  today's  world  when  we  depend  on  the  fluidity  and  quality  of  the
connection.
 
Universal RJ45 Interface
The RJ45 interface with which the IBJBK model is  equipped guarantees versatility in applications.  Thanks to it,  the cable is  compatible
with  a  wide  range  of  devices,  such  as  computers,  laptops,  routers,  switches,  TVs,  smart  boxes,  and  printers.  This  makes  it  the  right
choice regardless of needs, tailored to your equipment.
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Sleek Design
The IBJBK  network  cable  stands  out  with  a  sleek  design,  only  1.6  mm thick.  This  solution  not  only  looks  aesthetically  pleasing  in  any
interior but also facilitates cable management and minimizes the risk of cable tangling. At 8 m in length, this network cable is perfect for
larger spaces, providing flexibility in device placement. By choosing the IBJBK model from Vention, you opt for reliability and functionality
in one product.
 
 
  
    ManufacturerVention
    ModelIBJBK
    Length8 m
    MaterialPVC
    InterfaceRJ45
    Data Transmission1000 Mbps
    Cable Thickness1.6 mm
    CompatibilityComputers, laptops, routers, switches, TVs, smart boxes, printers, etc.
  

Price:

Before: € 4.0959

Now: € 4.00

IT Accessories, Cables, Ethernet
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